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About This Game
Detective Hunt - Crownston City PD is a noir visual novel!
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detective hunt - crownston city pd

First Game I played on steam.. It's only 5 euro's but I was surprised the game was already finished after three hours and I didn't
even have half of the achievements.. Great visual novel, good story telling. Reach out for the truth and aim to be an Ace
Detective! (lol not really) Your basic detective game where you investigate things and collect evidence with that black and white
noir style art :D I like the short chapters and the various choices I could make that may lead to different endings on each
chapter. Sometimes I forgot that I was a detective and not an attorney (lol) so dying is actually possible when confronting a
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suspect. Cons: No skip button for read text, only 2 save slots, autosave only, no settings option.. Game is short, but well worth
the price. There are a few grammatical mistakes, but in the end the story and gameplay was great. Definitely will replay the
game. Hope to see a sequel or DLC with more cases.. I like the storyline, it is interesting. Worth the price.. I would recommend
the game, though not enthusiastically, if the writing had been done well. When a game does not have voice acting, the script
needs to be grammatically correct. I can get the gist of what they are saying, but it prevents me from enjoying the game.
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